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Notes 
Origins of Temples 

Sanctuary groves in Archaic period were followed in 700s BC by wooden temples and then in 600s BC by 

stone temples which imitated many features of the wooden temples. 

Monolithic (single stone) columns gave way to columns made of stone drums stacked. 

Roman temples were influenced by Etruscan temples (which had been inspired by Greek temples) BUT: 

Roman temples were: 

 Front steps only & not just three but an uneven number 

 Raised up on a high podium 

 A deep porch of columns 

 Usually, no side or back walkway around the inner cella/room for the statue and offerings: columns, 

if any, would be attached to the cella outer wall. 

 

Orders of Columns 

 Doric was the earliest: columns with 20 flutes, 

round ‘cushion’ capital under square slab. No base. 

Lowest part of column 1/6 of height. 

 Ionic: ‘scrolled’ capital, columns fluted but their 

base being 1/8 of height, so appear more slender.  

 then Corinthian with leafy capital and tall, thin 

column (fluted, or plain to show the marble off 

better). 

Vitruvius reckoned the Doric were for masculine gods 

(Mars, Hercules etc.), the Ionic for feminine gods and the 

flowery Corinthian for the gentle, girlish likes of Venus, 

Flora, Persephone, Nymphs … 

 

Beauty of Temples 

The planning of temples depends upon symmetry … it arises from proportion … It must have an 

exact proportion worked out after the fashion of the members of a finely-shaped human body.  

Vitruvius III.1.1 

Nature has so planned the human body that 

• The face from the chin to the top of the forehead and the roots of the hair is a tenth part 

• The palm of the hand from the wrist to the top of the middle finger is as much 

• The head from the chin to the crown an eighth part                                  Vitruvius  de architectura III.i.2 

Vitruvian man (drawn by Leonardo da Vinci):  If a man lies on his back with hands and feet outspread,  
and the centre of a circle is placed on his navel, his fingers and toes will be touched by the 

circumference.  Also, a square will be found described within the figure ... for if we measure from the 

sole of the foot to the top of the head and apply the measure to the outstretched hands, the breadth 

will be found equal to the height                                                                              Vitruvius de architectura III.1.3 

 

Roman Temples 

According to Vitruvius: 

Jupiter’s temples (being a sky god) should be open to the sky (but no such in Rome!). 

Mercury’s temples should be in the forum (god of merchants); Isis & Serapis in market (international trade), 

Apollo & Bacchus by theatre; Hercules in gymnasia or amphitheatre or circus; Mars outside city walls in 

parade ground; Venus near the harbour. 

 

Altars should be outside the temple (not burn them down!).  High level altars for gods such as Jupiter/sky 

god but low for Vesta (Hearth goddess), earth and sea. 



 

 

Ancient Gods of Greece and Rome 

The Pantheon: the main gods listed by Greek/Roman names (Zeus/Jupiter king god; Hera/Juno queen of 

gods and goddess of marriage; Hades/Pluto of Underworld; Poseidon/Neptune of the sea; Hermes/Mercury 

messenger of gods and god of merchants (and thieves!); Artemis/Diana huntress goddess and her twin 

Apollo (Apollo in both cultures) the sun god & god of music; Ares/Mars god of war; Aphrodite/Venus goddess 

of love; Athena/Minerva goddess of wisdom & civilizing skills; Hephaestus/Vulcan blacksmith god; 

Demeter/Ceres goddess of crops; Dionysus/Bacchus god of wine. 

  Romans ‘borrowed’ gods from Greece and added them to their small number of local divinities (Faunus, 

Janus etc.). 

 

Epic poets, Homer (c.750 BC) & Hesiod (c.700 BC) were first to establish gods’ attributes and appearances. 

Myths are NOT scripture. Stories that tell ‘truths’, and can have many different versions, according to the 

message wanted. 

 

Gods are defined as ‘deathless’. ‘immortal’ compared with ‘mortals’. 

Humans have to placate them with sacrifices (animals varied to be appropriate to the deity), libations, 

offerings.  do ut des ‘I give so that you give’ & manus manum lavat ‘hand washes hand’. 

Sacrifices required the physicality of killing the animal with an axe, double flutes to drown out inauspicious 

sounds, garlands.   

Human sacrifice was abhorred by Greeks and Romans, although the Etruscans seem to have loved the story 

of Achilles killing Trojan prisoners at Patroclus’ funeral. Their funeral games may have involved fighting (to 

the death) and may have been the origin of Roman gladiatorial games. 

 

The Roman priest’s sacred objects included: ladle, sprinkler, simpulum jug, lituus staff.  Priesthood was 

temporary and an honoured office in political circles.  Religion included the security of the state. 

 

Festivals 

In Greece these began at sanctuaries and involved: processions, theatre, religious rituals, athletic games. 

Roman festivals were ‘days off’ from business and included many fertility deities among others. 

 

Messages from the gods were received via: oracles (especially the Delphic oracles and others of Apollo), 

‘incubation’ ie. sleeping for dreams; Haruspices seeking omens from the entrails of the sacrifices; Auspices 

finding omens in bird flights (origin of templum being the area ‘cut out’ of the sky to look for birds from 

appointed spot on the ground: consider ‘template’/cut out and the temple as the holy spot. 

 

Household Religion 

Household shrines with lares and penates of the home and site of the home.  Snakes were good omens. 

Gardens contained many gods in garden architecture and decoration and in springs and fountains of the 

nymphs.  

 

What did they believe? 

Greek philosophers from 500s BC understood ‘cause and effect’, separating natural and supernatural 

causes.  Not everyone believed in the pantheon of anthropomorphic/human like gods: Epicureans thought 

gods would be untroubled by humans and Stoics believed in one benign divine intelligence ruling the 

universe.  Cicero was an augur for a while and even he reckoned it might all be down to human 

interpretation. 

 

Mystery Cults 

Appearing in the late centuries BC, these provided a personal option for religion and sometimes a hope of 

eternal life.  They required secrecy and initiation and their sometimes orgiastic and unbridled worship 

troubled the Romans who were suspicious of passion controlling reason.  Christianity was deemed one of 

these new cults.   

However, the Romans accepted most beliefs, even having an altar to an Unknown God.  ‘Just in case’. 
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